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PRE-BALLET

BEGINNING BALLET

LEVEL 1 - LEVEL 6

YOUNG ADULT CLASS

ADULT CLASS

"Their genuine love for their students and
infectious passion for life encourages students to
be their best both in dance and outside of dance.
They have contributed to our daughter's
successful high school experience, making us
proud and grateful parents to Xuan and Ye!"
 
- parent comment, The Portland Tribune, 2019



OIBA students improve
physical development, social
awareness, cognitive skills,

emotional maturity, and
artistic sensitivity, all while

having fun and making friends!

Through excellence in ballet instruction

and uniquely nurturing mentorship, OIBA

teachers instill beauty, confidence, health,

love and responsibility, inspiring students

to fulfill their dreams. 

 

OIBA is at once a world class institution and

a warm international family. The

experiences and connections of Directors

Xuan Cheng and Ye Li provide students

with a platform to perform on stages around

the world, allowing each dancer an

opportunity to explore the journey of their

own happiness onstage.

About Us

Classical ballet technique is an intangible

treasure, passed down through generations

of master teachers to inspire grace and

beauty throughout physical form. At OIBA,

we create a nurturing environment within

which students can tap into their full

potential. Teaching through explanation

and clear demonstration, we inspire

students to focus and find their own voice

in dance.

 

OIBA’s teaching method is based on the

Vaganova Method combined with the

directors’ personal experiences dancing

around the world. Our goal is to help each

child maintain their playfulness and joy as

they grow to achieve their highest level of

technical proficiency.

A Message 
from Xuan & Ye:


